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Happy Saturday, Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 

Note: The Tips now has its own email address to forward ideas for content.
Please correct your email. 

Photo:  Presidio hike: Yoda Fountain by Ingrid Kreis 
 

 
The SausalitoVillage Website has up-to-date

information on COVID vaccinations and tests. 
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Winter Storms in Texas Delay Vaccine Shipments, New
Appointments
Widespread winter storms across the U.S. have delayed vaccine shipments and deliveries planned
for this week. The severe weather disrupted service at both FedEx and UPS package hubs in the
Southern U.S., which serve as vaccine shipping hubs for several states.

Unfortunately, Marin County was among the many jurisdictions impacted by delayed shipments.
Marin County Public Health was forced to reschedule some first and second dose appointments
scheduled for February 18-19 after a shipment of Moderna doses failed to arrive due to storm -
related delays. In addition, some Marin vaccine partners, including Rite Aid and Safeway
pharmacies, have been affected by vaccine shipment interruptions.

At this time, there is no confirmation as to when the delayed shipments will arrive in Marin. Until
that date is known, Marin County Public Health is unable to release new appointments for the
week of February 22. However, we are committed to quickly distributing the vaccine supply as
soon as it arrives.  We will update our vaccination options webpage with information on when the
appointments will be available as soon as we can. Thank you for your understanding.

Drive-Through Vaccinations Coming to Marin
A new drive-through vaccination location will soon open in Marin County, providing easier access
to a COVID-19 shot for older adults and other Marin residents who cannot navigate walk-through
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sites due to mobility issues. The site will begin providing 200 COVID-19 vaccinations per day the
first week of operations. Eventually, the site will expand to offer up to 1,500 doses per day.

The drive-through clinic will be located at the Larkspur Landing ferry terminal. Delays in delivery
may impact the “soft launch” on Sunday, February 21,.

Appointments are required and are limited to Marin residents age 65 and older who can show
proof of age and residency. Appointments will for the new site will go live Saturday, February
20, and will be accessible from Marin County Public Health’s vaccination options webpage.

1619 is a pivotal date in American history for two
reasons
We look to history to help us understand who we are today. Yet history is also
an imperfect, often inadequate record of events. Depending on who is depicting
the past, certain truths go untold. That is indeed the lesson of 1619, a year that
few people understood as significant in American and African-American history
until nearly two years ago.
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5 Wildflower Hikes to Try in Marin this February
Even though the winter of 2020 was a washout in many ways, in terms of
rainfall things were pretty dry. Thanks to an atmospheric river in January and
some other later rains however, the wildflower prospect is looking bright. So
strap on your mask and hiking books and take in the kaleidoscopic beauty of
Marin’s hillsides in all corners of the county. Whether you’re seeking a butt-
burning climb or a family-friendly stroll, here are a handful to get you started.
Detailed maps of hikes like these and more can be found online via One
Tam and AllTrails, among others.

 
SIGN UP

Flying Cars Will Be Here By 2022? World's First
Flying Car Gets Approval For Takeoff By FAA
When we think of movies predicting future tech, we almost always think of a
futuristic society where cars zip past the skies. In recent years we've seen more
innovations featured in science-fiction come true than ever before and now,
we're about to witness flying cars. The Federal Aviation Administration in the
U.S. has greenlit what could be the world's first flying car. The land-air hybrid
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car can reportedly travel at 100 mph at altitudes of 10,000 ft. We're officially in
the future!

Adventures with Dad 
 A graphic artist living in Germany works from home. 
His wife leaves their baby girl with him each day as she goes off to work. 
A few months ago, he got tired of her texting to check on how he was doing with the baby. So, he
started photoshopping responses to text back to her, and it has become a worldwide Instagram
sensation. 
Here are a few of them.
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Jade Eyed Leopard: Meet the wildlife filmmaking
couple who have spent 40 years following big
cats together
The Jouberts have developed profound relationships
with many of the animals they study, often following
the same ones for several years at a time
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29 Legendary Scientists Came Together in the
“Most Intelligent Photo” Ever Taken
ow many geniuses can one room hold? In 1927, 29 of the world's most brilliant
minds gathered in Brussels for the Fifth Solvay Conference. Convened by
Belgian chemist and industrialist Ernest Solvay, the theme of the conference
that year was “Electrons and Photons”—topics of contention in the newly
developed theories of quantum mechanics. Among the group were Nobel
laureates and professors holding esteemed university chairs, including
legendary names such as Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, and Erwin
Schrödinger. Together, the attendees gathered for what has been called “the
most intelligent photo” of all time—a simple snapshot taken at one of the most
exciting moments in scientific history. 
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Escape to another universe at these amazing
stargazing spots
Living in towns and cities, few of us get to see the true beauty of the night sky,
unpolluted by artificial light. In 2021 and beyond, celestial escapes will be in
high demand, as people seek time in the wilderness as an antidote to the
stresses and strains of modern life. It may be hard to believe but there are
places in the world where, after dusk, it is possible to read by starlight and to
see your shadow in the light of the moon. Here are six…
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Highest-Resolution Images of DNA Reveal It's
Surprisingly Jiggly

Scientists have captured the highest-resolution images ever taken of DNA,
revealing previously unseen twisting and squirming behaviors.
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For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

continuously updated Sausalito Village
website.
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